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ASX RELEASE 

17 November 2020 

Kleos Space Scouting Mission (KSM1) Update 

Kleos Space S.A. (ASX: KSS, Frankfurt: KS1,) (Kleos or Company), a space-powered Radio Frequency 
Reconnaissance data-as-a-service (DaaS) company is pleased to provide an update on the four 
Scouting Mission satellites (KSM1) following the launch on India’s Space Research Organization’s 
(ISROs) Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) C49 from Chennai, India on 7 November 2020. 

The in-orbit commissioning phase is progressing successfully into its second week of activity, preparing 
the satellites to collect data over crucial areas of interest such as the Straits of Hormuz, South China 
Sea, East/West Africa, Southern Sea of Japan, Northern Australian coast e.g. the Timor Sea. 

The Company can confirm that after the launch of the KSM1 satellites: 

• Automatic detumbling was completed successfully by all four satellites 
• The four antennas on each satellite have deployed 
• Communications between each satellite and ground has been established 
• All four satellites are in a healthy state 
• The satellites have moved apart enabling each to exploit full ground station passes 
• Telemetry from each satellite has been retrieved. 

The work in the next few days includes: 

• Commissioning the Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) which allows the 
satellites to be flown including; 

o Calibration of the parameter tables reflecting the in-orbit conditions of one of the 
satellites (KSM1-a) and then rolling out the parameters across the satellite cluster. 

The KSM1 cluster of four satellites form the foundation of a constellation that will deliver a global 
picture of RF activity, enhancing the intelligence capability of government and commercial entities.  
While the KSM1 satellites are being commissioned Kleos remains focused on securing additional 
Government and commercial contracts and is on track to generate first revenues in Q1 2021. 

 

This announcement has been authorised by Andy Bowyer, CEO of Kleos Space S.A.  
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For further information, please contact: 

Europe 

 

Australia 

 

Kleos Space S.A. 
26, rue des Gaulois - L-1618          
Luxembourg 

P: +352 2088 2290 
E: Andy.bowyer@kleosglobal.com  

MMR Corporate Services Pty Ltd 
Level 5,52 Phillip Street 
Sydney, NSW 2000 Australia 

P: +61 2 9251 7177 
E: Kleos@mmrcorporate.com 

About Kleos Space S.A. 

Kleos Space S.A. (ASX: KSS) is a space enabled, activity-based intelligence, data as a service company 
based in Luxembourg. Kleos Space aims to guard borders, protect assets and save lives by delivering 
global activity-based intelligence and geolocation as a service. The first Kleos Space satellite system, 
known as Kleos Scouting Mission (KSM1), will deliver commercially available data and perform as a 
technology demonstration. KSM1 will be the keystone for a later global high capacity constellation. 
The Scouting Mission will deliver targeted daily services with the full constellation delivering near-real-
time global observation. For more information please visit: www.kleos.space. 

http://www.kleos.space/

